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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let G be a finite group with split (B. N) pair of characteristic p. Let 5 jG ] 
be the group algebra over a field F, and let 1: denote the trivial one- 
dimensional right representation of B induced to a G-representation. The 
Hecke algebra of G is defined to be the algebra Z’: = End =t(;,( 1:). 
If char ; = 0, there is a well known and easily defined embedding of 
algebras AYr- 4 IF- [G]. There is an idempotent in Yy’, affording the one 
dimensional “sign” representation of :FtpI, and, considered as an element of 
IF [G], this idempotent affords the Steinberg representation of G ]4]. 
Rather remarkably, the statements in the last paragraph may hold true 
even when char r = p. Our main result is that this is so for many groups G 
including the Chevalley groups of type A,(q). D,(q), E,(q), E,(q) and E,(9). 
where 9 is a power of p. 
The key feature of our work is the use of rank 1 subgroups of G in the 
construction of an embedding Z.+ C. l- [G]. If G has rank n, there is a rank 
1 subgroup Gi corresponding to each simple root ri, i = I,..., nl of the 
associated root system. Using Steinberg’s explicit construction [ 13 j, if 
char F = p$ there are idempotents ei E F [Gil c F (G] and e E I- [ G ] such that 
the right modules ei 1 [Gil and eF ]G] are the Steinberg modules for Gi and 
G, respectively. 
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To state our first theorem, we note that, for each pair of simple roots 
{ri, rj), there is a corresponding rank 2 subgroup G, of G. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let char F = p and let G be a finite group with split 
(B, N) pair of characteristic p such that each subgroup G,j is a group of type 
A,xA, or A,. Then the elements e, E IF [Cl and 1 generate an algebra 
isomorphic to 3,. 
By inspection of Dynkin diagrams, one sees that the above mentioned 
families of Chevalley groups satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. 
Iwahori [8] described a set of generators and relations for R’,. 
Theorem 1.1 is proved by showing that the elements e, satisfy the same 
relations in F [G]. We then note that there is a “longest word” in the 
generators of X, corresponding to the longest word element of the Weyl 
group of G. Theorem 1.2 relates this to the Steinberg idempotent e E r]G]. 
THEOREM 1.2. With F and G as in Theorem 1.1. 
e = longest word in the e,. 
The next theorem follows easily from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let M be a right IL [G] module, with IF and G as in 
Theorem 1.1. Then 
Me = h Mei. 
i=l 
We note that there is a corresponding theorem for left G-modules. 
Remark 1.4. The embedding RF 4 IL [G ] constructed in Theorem 1.1 
has the following property. If M is any right IF [G] module, let MB be the B 
invariants of M. Note that MB = HomrtGl( li, M), so that Z, acts naturally 
on M”. Our embedding R, 4 r]G] allows us to extend this action to M so 
that the inclusion M” 4 M is a map of RFmodules. (More precisely, one 
should embed R’r in F [G] as the subalgebra generated by the elements 
x(ei) E F ]G], where x: FIG ] + F[ G] is the canonical antiautomorphism.) 
In Section 2 we review basic properties of Z, and give a quick derivation 
of Iwahori’s presentation. Using this, we study the structure of various idem- 
potents in Z’r when char IF = p. 
In Section 3 we perform some key calculations in a group of type A,(q) 
and from this derive Theorem 1.1. Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, together with 
related results, are proved in Section 4. 
In Section 5 we give an application of our work related to topology. We 
recover a calculation from [ 111 involving the Steinberg idempotent for 
GL(n, FJ. This was then used by Mitchell and Priddy to construct stable 
splittings of various topological spaces. In fact, all of our work here has been 
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inspired by the hope that it will lead to a better understanding of the role of 
the Steinberg representation in stable homotopy theory. (See a!so [IS].> 
This paper owes much to conversations with and encouragement by Peter 
Landrock. In the Appendix to this paper, he does calculations in a group of 
type B,(q) analogous to those done by us in a group of type A,(q). Essen- 
tially identical calculations hold in rank two groups of type ‘A,($) and 
‘A4(q’>, where the root system is also of type B,. This extends our results to 
Chevalley groups of type B,(q), C,(q), and F4(q) and the twisted families 
*A,(q*j, 2D,(q2), and 2E,(q2). Unfortunately, the calculations in the 
appendix are quite long, and those for a group of type G,(q) would be a 
number of times longer. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA 
If B is a subgroup of a finite group G, let 1,” denote the trivial right 
representation of B induced to a representation of G. We first recall some 
basic properties of End,,& B) 1’ and then specialize to the case where G is a 
group with (3, N) pair. 
If S c G is a subset, let s= C SES s, an element of Z[G]. Note that 
1: = BZ [G] as right G-modules, and thus f E End,t,,( 1:) is determined by 
its value on B. To describe a natural basis for End,t,,(l,G), let (BwB~,,~ be 
the set of double cosets of B in G. For each w E IV, let j, : 3Z [G] + g.Z /G] 
be the G-map defined by f,(g) = BwB. That this does indeed define a G-map - __ 
follows from the fact that BwBb = BwB for all b E B. The following obser- 
vation was known to Schur [12]. 
PRQPOSITION 2.1. The set {fwjwGw is a basis)@ End,t,,(Ig). 
Proof. This set is linearly independent beca.use the set {f,(g)>,,,IN = 
PWB IWEW is an independent set in Z [G]. That this set then spans follows 
from standard double coset theorems, e.g., Theorem 18.23 of [6]. 
Note that, if F is a field, End&l:) N_ End,I,l(Ig) 0 [F. 
Now suppose that G is a finite group with split (B, N) pair of charac- 
teristic p. Let H = B n N, and let U be the p Sylow subgroup of G such that 
B= as a semidirect product. The Weyl group W= N/H has a set of 
Coxeter group generators corresponding to the set of simple roots in the root 
system of G. As usual, for w E W we let E(w) denote the length of w in terms 
of the generators, and we let BwB denote the double coset BFS where 
nH= w. 
The algebra 2 = EndzIG (1:) is called the Ilecke algebra of G, and we let 
RF =Z’@ F = End,t,,(lg) for any field F. We want to examine the 
multiplicative structure of 3, Note that if w, w’ E W and a,, Q,~ E Z [G] are 
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chosen so that a,B= BwB and a,,$= Bw’B then f,<&,(B)) = a,a,,B. 
Thus a good choice of coset representatives for B in BwB should lead to 
understanding of the multiplicative structure of A?. 
In our situation there is a natural choice. Recall that, by the strong form 
of the Bruhat decomposition, for each w E W there is a subgroup U,,, c U, 
normalized by H, such that o,wB=BwB. (See [3, Prop. 3.31 or [2, 
p. 1171.) We let a, = .!?,,,w, an element of Z [G] well defined up to right 
multiplication by elements in H. If wi E R, let qi = ] U,,,], the order of U,,+. 
LEMMA 2.2. Ifw = w, --+ wk with Wi E R and Z(W) = k then 
a,H = a,, ... awkfl. 
ProoJ This is essentially Proposition 3.3 (vi) of [3]. 
LEMMA 2.3. For wi E R, aiiB= qiB + (qi - 1) a,$. 
Proof. Note that H normalizes U,+,! and wi normalizes H so that uwiE? = 
i?Uwi and wifi= Bwi. Note also that (uwiwiuwi + u,,,i> fl is the sum of 
elements in-a gro_up [7, (LG)]. Th us, multiplying this sum by Wi yields the 
equation (U,,,,w, Uwiwi + Uw,wi) i? = (si,iwi o,,,, + u,,)i?. Rearranging terms, 
we get 
a$? = (Vwi + awi(Uwi - 1)) H, 
and multiplying this equation on the right by B gives 
IHI a&B= IHI (qiB+ (qi - 1) a,i@. 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 immediately imply Iwahori’s relations. 
THEOREM 2.4 [8]. For wi, Wj E R, Z has relations 
Cl) fti=4i * l + (4i- l>fwi 
C2) fw,fw,fw, “* =fw,fwifwj “’ iftwiwj)” = ‘* 
-- 
m m 
That Theorem 2.4 describes a presentation for Z follows from 
Proposition 2.1 and the following useful observation. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (See [ 1, Exercise 23, p. 551 or [8, Corollary 4.21.) Let 
E be the Z-algebra with generators fwi, wi E R, satisfying relations (1) and 
(2) of Theorem 2.4. Then E has a basis {f,},,, with multiplication defined 
by 
fWi f, = fwiw 
if Z(WiW) > Z(W) 
qifwjw + (4i - l>fw if Z(WiW) < Z(W). 
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Note that Theorem 2.4 implies that A? -Rep so that there is also a 
“righthanded” version of Proposition 2.5. 
Using Theorem 2.4, it is clear that A? has two one-dimensional represen- 
tations ind, sgn: Z + Z defined by 
ind (f,J = 4: 
and 
sgn(f,,) = -1. 
Remark 2.6. Consider ZF if char F = Cl. Then ZF is semisimple so that 
the above representations are projective, i.e., there are idempotents eind, 
e sgn E RIF affording ind and sgn, respectively. There is an embedding of 
algebras q: R-, 4 FJG] defined by q(f) = ]B I-‘@). Let x, = I and 
note that x,,,B = a,B (with a, as in Lemma 2.2), XT =x1? and q.@YiF) = 
x1 F [G] X, . The right ideals q(ei,,) IF [G] and q(e,*J lF[G] are respectively 
the trivial and the Steinberg representations of 6. See 14, Sect. 31. 
If char F = p, then obviously elements x, cannot be defined as above. 
However, the main observation of this paper is that there are, in fact, 
elements e, E iF[G], with e,B- a$ mod p, leading to constructions as in 
Remark 2.6. 
For the remainder of this section we assume that char F = p, and we 
examine ZIF. Note that plqi for all i. In particular, if G is a Chevalley group 
associated to a Lie algebra over iF,, with q = R”, then qi = q for all i. 
Proposition 2.5 has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.7. ZF has a basis {f,},,, with m~lti~~icatio~ defined by 
fwffw= f+;; 
if I(WiW) > I(w) 
if l(WiW) < l(w) 
where wi E R. 
In particular, f ii = -fwi. It is convenient to let eWi = -fWi for wi E and 
to let e,= eWl . . . eWk if w = w, . . . wk with wi ER and Z(w) = k. Tken 
eii = ewi for wi E R. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let wO E W be the element ofgreatest length. 
(1) edho= ewe = ewoew for all w E W. In particular, et, = ewO ~ 
(2) ewOZF is sgn as a right Z?,module. 
(3) If M is a right Z,module, then 
Mq++,= n Mewi. 
WiER 
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Proof. Properties (1) and (2) follow from Corollary 2.7. The inclusion c 
of (3) is true because ewoewi = ewO for wi E R, and the inclusion I> follows 
from the fact that ewO is a word in the elements e,i, wi E R. 
ZF has an involution A: Z’,-+ RF defined by t?,, = 1 - e,i for wi E R. 
This was noted in [8]. The next proposition is dual to Proposition 2.8. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. (1) 
“2 
e”,e^,O = I&,,~ = e”,,,,e^, for all w E W. In particular 
e wg = e^w$g 
(2) &,+Y, is ind as a right Z,module. 
(3) If M is a right AY+odule, then 
Mgwo = (-) MS”,,. 
WiER 
(4) Let e& = 1 - e”,O. If M is a right Z,module, then 
Me& = 2 Me,,. 
WiER 
Property (4) follows from properties (1) and (3). 
PROPOSITION 2.10. e”,O = CWEW (-l)‘(w)e,,,. 
Proof. It suffices to show that ewi(CwEW (-l)‘(w)ew) = 0 for all wi E R. 
For a fixed Wi E R, exactly half of the elements of W can be written as 
minimal words with leading term wi. Thus, in the sum ewi(CwEW (-l)‘(w)ew), 
terms will cancel in pairs. 
There are many other interesting idempotents in AYF. To see this, if G has 
rank n, let I = {l,..., n}. For each subset J E I, let W, g W be the subgroup 
generated by {w~}~.=~ and let e, correspond to the longest word in W,. Thus 
W, = W and e, = e,O. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let J, K E I. 
(1) eweJ = e,e, for all w E W,. In particular, ej = e,. 
(2) If M is a right S&-module, then 
Me.luri = Me, ~7 Me,. 
This generalizes Proposition 2.8 and there is a similar generalization of 
Proposition 2.9. 
Remark 2.12. It follows from work of Curtis [3] that RF has a decom- 
position into the sum of 2” right ZF modules, where G has rank n. Thus 
1 E R, can be written as the sum of 2” orthogonal idempotents. This seems 
to be diffiult o do explicitly. 
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EXAMPLE 2.13. Let G have rank n. Let I, = (1, . . . . kj for k = l,..., pz. 
Then I E RF can be written as the sum of 2n orthogonal idcmpoten~~ 
Furthermore, dim,(e,,R’,) = dim(gr,,R’,) = / WI/] WI,]. Note that if n > 2 this 
is not a primitive idempotent decomposition. 
EXAMPLE 2.14. (P. Landrock). If G is of type A,, there is a primitive 
idempotent decomposition 
1 = e1e2ele3e2e1 + e,e,e,8,e,e, + e,e^,e,t?,e, t ele^,e",e",e, 
t e^,e,e,e,e^, + e",e,e^,e,e", + .G,E,~,e,2,~, + ~?~i?~~~&~t?~&,. 
Remark 2.15. It seems clear that the involution A: 2,-r Z, is related 
to the duality on (ordinary) characters described by Curtis [S]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, let iF be a field with char 6 = pi 
Let G be a group with split (B, N) pair of characteristic p, as in Section 2. 
If S c W is a subset, we let g= CwEs (-l)“w’~. In [13], Steinberg showed 
that the element &I@E F[G] is idempotent up to multiplication by a non- -- 
zero constant. If e E F [ G] is the multiple of 6: IV, normalized so that e* = e9 
we call e the Steinberg idempotent for G. Then e is a primitive idempotent 
and the right G-module elF[G] is the Steinberg representation of G. 
standard arguments, if e’ is any other idempotent in F[G] such that 
e’F[G]zeeF[G], then e/-u-‘eu for some unit uE IFIG]. 
As in Section 2, if G has rank n, we let I = {I,..., nj. For each subset J s I, 
P, = B W,B is a parabolic subgroup of 6, and we let G, be its Levi factor 
141. Note that G, is a rank one subgroup, and G, has rank two. 
Alternatively, let @ denote the root system associated to G, and iet 
@+ c @ denote the positive roots with respect to d = {ri,..., Y }, a base of 
simple roots. If G is an untwisted Chevalley group, there is a root subgroup 
X, c G for each Y E @ and we can let Gi = (XFi, X+) for ri E d ia]. 
These two constructions of Gi differ only by an extension of the abelian 
subgroup H, and, using either construction, we let e, E IFIG,] c IFIG] denote 
the Steinberg idempotent for Gi. Theorem 1. I can more precisely be stated as 
follows. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite group with split (B, N) pair of charac- 
teristic p such that each subgroup G, is a group of type A 1 x A, or A,. Then 
there is an embedding of algebras RF 4 F [G] induced by sending -fwi to 
ei. 
ProoJ We prove the theorem by checking that the elements ei, i = I,..., n, 
satisfy the same relations in F[G] that the functions -fwi satisfy in RF. We 
use the presentation of ZF given by Theorem 2.4. 
Before proceeding, we note that, since char F = p, eiB = --a,&? = -fwi (g)), 
using the notation of Section 2. Thus it is clear that the elements ei satisfy 
the appropriate relations after multiplication the right by g. 
By Theorem 2.4, we need to show that the elements e, satisfy relations 
(1) ef = ei 
(2) eiejei e-S = ejeiej a-. if (wiwj)” = 1. 
---r -2i- 
Relations (1) hold by construction. To check relation (2) for a particular 
pair (i, j), it suffices to check this in the subgroup G,. 
Under the hypotheses of the thorem, we can assume that G, is of type 
A,xA, or A,. If G, is of type A,xA, then m=2 and the two Steinberg 
idempotents clearly commute. If G, is of type A, then m = 3. Thus 
Theorem 3.1 follows from the single calculation 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If G is a group of type A,(q) with q a power of p, 
then, in F[G], 
e,e,e, = e2ele2. 
To show this we first recall some facts about a group of type A,(q). A 
root system @ of type A, has simple roots d = {rl, r2} and positive roots 
@+ = {r,, r2, rl + r2}. Let X1,X,, and X, be the corresponding root 
subgroups of G. Note that X, = Uw, and X, = Uwz in the notation of 
Section 2. Let Bi be the Bore1 subgroup of Gi for i = 1,2. Note that Bi = 
HiXi as a semidirect product, with H, = H n Gi. In this case, W is 
isomorphic to x3, with generators wr and w2. 
--- 
LEMMA 3.3. (1) o= X,X,X,, taken in any order. 
-- -- _- 
(2) x,x, = X,X,) x,x, = x,2l. 
--- -- -- 
(3) B=@G= UH,Bi=HiXi=XiHifor i= 1,2. 
-- _- 
(4) I? is a nonzero multiple of H, H, = H, H, . 
-- -- __ - - _- _ - 
(5) HW= WH,HW,= WiH,HiWi= WiHifor i=l,2. 
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Proof. All of these follow from standard properties of groups with split 
(B, N) pair. (1) and (2) f o 11 ow from [2, Sect. 8.41. (3) follows because U is 
normal in B and Xi is normal in Bi; (5) follows similarly. To see (4), retail 
that H is an abelian group with order prime to p. 
LEMMA 3.4. w,T2 = ky, w1 and w2x1 = 2, w,. 
Pro& This follows from the equation n,Xsn;l =Xwr(s) of j2, Lemma 
7.2.11. 
--- 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. By definition, ei = N,X, ?Vi, up to 
multiplication by a nonzero constant. To show that e,e,e, = e,ele2, we -- 
show that e,e,e, = B W, up to multiplication by a nonzero constant. This 
suffices, because e, and e2 have been appropriately normalized, and because 
g@ is invariant under the automorphism of G interchanging 6, and 6,. 
Using Lemma 3.3, we see that 
- - - - 
e, e2e, = i%?, W,X, W,X, W,, 
up to multiplication by a nonzero constant. Thus the proposition will follow 
from the equation 
- - - 
HX, W,X, W,X, W, = SF?? 
We verify (*) by first using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. 
HX, W,X, WJ, W, 
=ET,(l -wJx,(l -w2)X1(1 -I+,) 
-- -- 
= EF,x,x, - N2,x,x, w, - m,x,x, w3 
-- -- - 
+fiz?,X,X,w,w, -%&~3w1ii!1 + HX,X3w&v1 
-- 
-- -- 
= m,x,x, - N~,x,x, w, - mf,x, WITI 
+~~,x,w,x,w,+~(-w,4w~wz+w2w1- WIW2W,). 
-- 
To simplify further we observe that HX, $ fiTlw,xl is the sum of 
elements of a subgroup of G. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, this subgroup 
contains w1 so that 
Rearranging terms, we have proved: 
-- -- -- 
LEMMA 3.5. HXlw,~lwl-~~,w,~,=HX,-~X,w,. 
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Using this lemma, we continue to simplify the left side of (*): 
-- - - - - - 
HXl WlX2 W2Xl WI 
-- - - -- - - -- - -- - 
= HX,X,X, - HX,X,X,w, + HX,X, - HX,X,w, 
+8(-w, + WlWZ + w2w1- WIWZWI) 
= H(X,X,X, +X,X,)(1 - w,) 
+B(-w, + w,w, + w2w1- w1w2wJ 
= BW, by the following lemma. 
--- -- --- 
LEMMA 3.6. X,X,X, +X,X, =X,X,X, mod q. 
ProoJ: We use the Chevalley commutator formula [2, Theorem 5.2.21. 
Let IF, be the finite field of order q, and denote the elements of Xi by Xi(t) 
where t E F,. Then we have 
x1(4 x2(u) x1(-t> = x2(u) -au). 
Summing over u and t yields 
-- 
JF x1(t) x2(u) x,(-t) =x,x, -x3 + 9 * 1. 
’ ‘I 
Multiplying this equation by x, implies that 
--- --- -- 
x, x,x, = x,x,x, - x,x, + qx, 
and the lemma follows, 
Remark 3.1. Lemma 3.6 is the only truely “modular” calculation in this 
section. It is also the only point in our argument where we stray from the use 
of standard facts about groups with split (B, N) pair. Thus, not surprisingly, 
it is precisely this lemma that is most difficult to generalize to groups of type 
BZ(q) and G,(q). The Appendix illustrates these difficulties. 
Remark 3.8. Note that Proposition 3.2 remains valid if the coefficient 
field F is replaced by Z/q. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.2 AND 1.3 
Let G be a group as in Theorem 1.1. If the rank of G is IZ, then by 
Theorem 1.1, the idempotents e 1 ,..., e E F[G] generate a subalgebra of F[G] 
isomorphic to ZF. By Proposition 2.8, it then follows that F[G] contains an 
idempotent ewO, a longest word in the elements e,. Letting e E IF [G] denote 
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the Steinberg idempotent for 6, to prove Theorem 1.2 we need to show that 
e=e Wo’ 
LEMMA 4.1. eF[G] has a basis {eu / u E k/j. 
LEMMA 4.2. ewolFIG] is spanned by {e,Ou / u E U}. 
LEMMA 4.3. eewo=e. 
LEMMA 4.4. eWOe = e. 
Lemma 4.1 is well known and was proved by Steinberg in [ 131. 
Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 will be proved below. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Consider the composite 
elF[G] -+ e,oeFIG] --f e,,F[G]. 
The composite is an inclusion by Lemma 4.4, thus an isomorphism by 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. Thus eWO = ex for some x E F[G] so that eewn = e2x = 
ex = eK,o. Then e,,,O = eewo = e, by Lemma 4.3. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. It is easy to see that eWOFIB] is spanned by 
elements in e,OU. Using the Bruhat decomposition G = U,,,B 
suffices to show that if g = bw then eWO g is in the span of eWO U. By induction 
on the length of w, we can assume that g = bwi with wi E R. Recall that 
BWiB = U,i~iB, using the notation of Section 2. Thus we can assume that 
g E UWiwi c Gi. Noting that e,O = ewoei by Proposition 2.8, the lemma 
follows from Lemma 4.1, with G = Gi, e = ei, and U= hi,;. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. It suffices to show that eei = e for all 1. In other 
words, it suffices to show that, up to multiplication by a nonzero constant, -- -- 
e(HUWi - EWWiwJ = e. But this follows immediately by summing equation 
(I 7) of [ 13, Lemma 1 ] over all u # 1 in the subgroup UWi, then reducing 
mod pi 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. It suffices to show that eie = e for all i. To show 
this, it suffices to show that e = eix for some x E F[G], since then eie = 
etx = eix = e. 
Let .CJhi = U n wi Uwi and let W’ be the kernel of sgn: W + Z/2, SO that -- -- 
~=uw,~V,and W=WiW’.ThenBW=HU,ie/:iWi~=HU,WiU:iW’, 
since wi normalizes ULi. The lemma follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. This is a corollary of Theorem I.2 and 
Proposition 2.8. 
We note that Proposition 2.11 leads to the following generalization of 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Let I = ( I,..., n}. As in Section 3, for each subset 9 c I 
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let G, be the Levi factor of the parabolic subgroup PJ = B W,B. Let 
e, = longest word in the elements e, with i E J. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let J, K E I and let G be as in Theorem 1.1. 
(1) e, is the Steinberg idempotent for G,. 
(2) If M is a right F[G]-module, then 
Me.Iwc = Me, ~7 Me,. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
Let F, be the field of order p, with p an odd prime. We recover Mitchell 
and Priddy’s elegant description of the Steinberg representation of 
F,[GL(n, F,)]. GL(n, IF& acts on IF; and thus acts via ring maps on the 
cohomology of the group Fi. Letting P, = H*(lF,“; F,), recall that P, is the 
tensor product of an exterior algebra on one dimensional classes xi with a 
,polynomial algebra on two dimensional classes yi, i = l,..., n.
As in [ 1 I], let S, denote the localization of P, obtained by inverting all 
non-zero linear combinations of y1 ,..., yn. The action of GL(n, Fp) on P, 
extends to an action on S,. Let X, =x1x2 ..- x,, Y;‘= y;‘y;’ --. y;‘E S, 
and let e E F,[GL(n, FJ] be the Steinberg idempotent. 
THEOREM 5.1 [ll]. e*(X,Y;‘)=X,Y;‘. Thus the GW, Fp> 
submodule of S, generated by X,, Y;’ is isomorphic to the Steinberg module. 
Proof. This is clear if IZ = 1. By Theorem 1.3, for IZ > 1 it suffices to 
prove this when n = 2. One can then easily check directly that 
e*(x,x,y;‘y;‘) =x,x,Y;‘Y;‘, using the description of e as the sum 
up to multiplication by a nonzero constant. 
Remark 5.2. There is a corresponding and simpler thorem for p = 2, 
when H*(lF;; F,) = F*[xr,..., x ]. 
Remark 5.3. Mitchell and Priddy prove Theorem 5.1 by making use of a 
“top row” subgroup of GL(n, Fp). They then study the action of the Steenrod 
algebra on e*P, and e*S,. This action arises because P, = H*(BFg ; Fp) 
where BiFg is the classifying space for Fp”. The idempotent e is then used to 
construct a stable summand M(n) of IIF; which is shown to be related to 
symmetric products of spheres. By construction, H*(M(n); Fp) = e*P,. The 
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M(n) and related spectra L(n) have many beautiful properties which are 
being studied by homotopy theorists. (See [9], for example.) Intuitively, 
Theorem 1.3 implies that to understand properties of M(n), it should suffice 
to understand M(2). 
APPENDIX 
BY PETER LANDROCK 
In this appendix we use the notation of the preceding paper. Our aim is lo 
prove 
THEOREM. Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 hold for G if each subgroup Gii is 
of type A, x A,,A, or B,. 
In particular, these results hold for any group of Chevalley type except 
possibly G,. Toward the end of the Appendix we will discuss what one has 
to prove in order to include G,. We are convinced the results do hold for 6, 
as well. 
Now, in order to extend N. Kuhn’s results, it suffices to prove 
Theorem 1.1 with our assumption on G,, as the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 
1.3 did not use the assumption of Theorem 1.1, only the conclusion. 
Likewise, the whole discussion of Section 2 only requires a finite group with 
a split (B, N)-pair of characteristic p. Therefore, as in %he proof of 
Theorem 1.1, it actually suffices to prove tha% 
PROPOSITION. If G is a group of type B?(q), then 
ele2e,e2 = e = e2e1e2e, (*) 
in F[G], where ei is the Steinberg idempotent of G,, and e that of G. 
To prove this, we basically use Kuhn’s approach Recall that a root 
system @ of type B, has simple roots d = {rl, r2}, where rl is short and rz 
low, and positive roots Qi+ = {rl, r2, r3 = rl + r2, rl = 2, f r2]. Let 
x 1 ,.-., X4 be the corresponding root subgroups of U, and set Xei = Xyi. Then 
&,XJ,,X,X,X, and X,X,X, are all normal subgroups of 
U= X,X,X,X1,X, = Z(U) and (ol, w2) = W acts on the set of {X,i}s 
i = I,..., 4 by 
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where the index is read modulo 4. Also, lXil = q and 1 UI = q4. Notice that 
the orbits of Won {Xki} are 
and the permutation (1,2)(3,4)(-l, -2)(-3, -4) of {Xhi} corresponds to 
the group automorphism of X which interchanges wr and oz. 
As in the case of A 2, it is easy to see that (*) is equivalent o 
- - ---- ------ Ia=, w,x, w*x, w,x, w, = SW= iTiF2 i&x, w,x, w,x, w, (**) 
as Hi is normalized by mi and H = H, H, by W. The left hand side of (**) is 
a sum of 16 terms ai, while SW is a sum of 8 terms bj. These are 
-- - -- 
a, = HX,X,X,X,, 
--_ 
a2 = -IZT,X,X,X, w2, 
-- 
a3 = -EZ,X,o,X,X,, 
-- 
a4 = -&T,X,X,o,X,, 
--- 
a, = -iZ,w,X,X,X,, 
-- 
a6 = H2,X,o,X,X,o,, 
-- __ 
a7 = HX,W~X~X,CU~~~, 
-- - 
a, = HX,X,~,,~,w,~,, 
-- -- 
a, = HX,w,~,ti,X,X,, 
-- __- 
a lo = HX,~,X,X,X,w,, -- - - 
a 1, = HGW+d,~,, 
a 12 = -H~,~*uzx1u1x2u*, 
a 13 = -zT21u1xzuzxlu1~~, 
-- 
a 14 = -Iz$3,x,x,w,x,w,, 
-- 
a 15 = -~2,w,x,0,x,x,w,, 
a 16 = HX,w,x,o,~,w,x,w,. 
Here we immediately observe that 
(9 a8=b5, as wzXzLolXI =Fju&F4w1 =X,X,W,W,. 
Likewise 
(ii) a -b 13- 6, 
(iii) a -b 12- 1, 
(iv> a -b 185- 8’ 
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Using the trick of the proof of Lemma 2.3 we next observe that 
-- 
(a> a5 + u, =X,(HX,w,X,w, -BT,wlx,)x, 
-- 
=X,(HX, -H~,wl)Z* 
-- - - 
= HX,X,X, 
as X,X, =X,X, and (~,)’ = 0. Likewise 
- - -- 
(b) a3 + a6 =X,X,(HX,w,~,w, -~~2w,~2) 
__ ---- 
= ifi!f1X,X2 - HX,X,X,w, 
as X,X, =X,X, = (X,XJwl is a group, 
_- - - 
cc> a,, + aI4 = -HX,X,X,60, 
for the same reason as (a) holds, and 
-- - - -- - - 
Cd) a,+a,,=EITX,X,X,w,o,--X,X,X,w, 
for the same reason as (b) holds. 
Finally, we observe that 
-- - - - 
(4 a4 = -HX,X,X,X,w, 
-- - - - 
( f 1 a 11 = Hx,x,x,x,w,0,. 
Now: (i)-(iv) and (aE(f) yield that terms in C ai and c bj involving 
w2w1, w1w2wI, w2w1wz and wIw2w1w2 cancel out and in Cai we are left 
with 
----- --- --- 
H(X,X,X,X, +X,X,X, +X1X3X2)(1 - 021 
-_--- --- 
+ fw,x*x,x, + X,X,X4)(w, w2 - m2). 
Thus the first equality of (**) will follow from 
LEMMA A. Let Xf = Xi\{ 1). Then 
(i) X,X:X,X, = X,XFXJX,, 
(ii) X,XTXTX, UXfX,X, UX,X3X2 = lJ3 
disjoint uniolz 
(iii) An element of X,X7X7X2 is uniquely expressed as such. In other 
words, the cardinality of this set is q*(q - 1)‘. 
Proof. (i) Suppose X,XfX,X, fIX,X,X4 # 121. Then x,x,x, = y, y3Y4 
for some xi,yiEXi, where x,# 1. But then y,-x,x,modX,X,, a 
contradiction. Thus X,XfX,X, c X,XfX3X4. To prove the other inclusion 
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it sufftces to prove that any element of X,X,“X,X, is uniquely expressed as 
such. Assume x2x1 = y1y2z1y4 where xi, yi, zi E Xi and x2, y2 # 1. For the 
same reason as above, it follows that x, = yrzr and x2 = y,. Thus y2yIzI = 
yr yzzl y4. As y4 E Z(U), this implies that y2y1 = yr y*y,, in contradiction 
to Theorem 5.2.2 of Carter [2] (CijIl = + 1, see p. 54; here p = 0), unless 
y1 = y4 = 1. 
(iii) Suppose not. Let x2x1 = yly2z1z2, where Xi, yi,Zi E Xi and 
x1, xz # 1. Since X,X, nX,X, = 1, it follows that y2, z, # 1, too. As above 
we deduce that x1 = ylz,,xz = y2z2. We need to show that yr =z2 = 1 and 
know that y2z2ylz,= yIyzzIz2, or, [y2zz, yr] = [z,,z;‘]. Notice that 
since zr # 1, y2 # z; r, we have that yr # 1 if and only-if z2 # 1. As moreover 
yr # z; r it thus suffices to prove that the map 
given by ~(~,a,) = [a,, a,], where Ui E Xi, is bijective. Now, with the 
notation of Carter [2], let a, = xl(P), a2 = x,(u’). Then 
d% 9 a*> =x3(-C 1111t’~‘)X4(C*111(t’)* 0, 
where Cllll, C2111 E {f 1). Thus, if b, = xr(t”) E X,, b, = x,(u”) E X2 and 
~(a,~,) = yl(b, bJ, the Chevalley commutator formula above shows that 
t’~’ = P’u” and (t’)’ U’ = (t”)’ U” which implies that t’ = t” and U’ = u”, 
and we are done. 
(ii) Counting elements on both sides, it suffices in view of (iii) to 
prove that the sets are disjoint. Assume X,XfXFX2 f? X,X,X, # 0, say 
x1x2 yr y2 E X,. Then x1 = y;’ and x2 = y;‘, and it follows from the proof 
of (iii) that either x2 = 1 or y1 = 1. Likewise we get that X,XfXyX, n 
X,X, X2 = 0. Finally, that X, X,Xf f7 X, X,X, = 0 is trivial. 
From our remarks above on the symmetry in { 1,3} and {2,4} and our 
computations which only used the fact that X,X, and X,X,, which are 
interchanged under this symmetry, are groups, it follows that the second 
equality of (**) reduces to 
LEMMA B. In addition to Lemma A, we have 
(i) X,XrX,X, = XFX,X,X,, 
(ii) X,XrXfX, U XfX,X, U X,X,X, = U, 
disjoint union. 
ProoJ: (i) is proved along the same lines as Lemma A(i). 
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(ii) in fact follows from Lemma A (ii) by taking the inverse of both 
sides to get 
(ii’) X,XfXFX, U X,X,X,#UX,X3X, = CJ, 
disjoint union, which is equivalent to Lemma B (ii). 
Remark. Note that the corresponding group theoretic version of 
Lemma 3.6 is that in A,, X, XTX, U X,X, = X,X,X,, disjoint union. 
Finally, we note without proof that the same approach applied to 6, 
would require a proof of the statement that if d = {r,) r2} are the simple 
roots of a root system @ of type G, with rl short, and yj = rI i r2, rq = 
2r, + r2, r5 = 3r1 + r2, r6 = 3r1 + 21*, then U is the disjoint union of the sets 
x x#x#x”x#x 1 2 1 2 1 2, 
x x”x#x x I 2 1 2 3, x x x#x#x 1 2 3 1 2, XJ~&~,#X, > x x#x#x#x 1 5 2 1 2 
x,xsx2x3) x,x,x,x& x,x,x,x~. 
Richard Lyons has verified this set decomposition. 
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